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Epidemiology of DM & TB



TB incidence in 2012 for each WHO region

WHO. Global tuberculosis report 2013. Geneva: World Health Organization, 2013



Diabetes, 2013

IDF. IDF Diabetes Atlas, 6th eds. Brussels: International Diabetes Federation, 2013



Prevalence of DM by income & age

IDF Diabetes Atlas 2013. http://www.eatlas.idf.org



DM prevalence is increasing substantially

IDF Diabetes Atlas 2013. http://www.eatlas.idf.org



More prevalent of active TB in DM

PLoS Medicine 2008;5:e152

Diabetes triples the risk for active tuberculosis



Tuberculosis, 2012

WHO Global tuberculosis report 2013. http://www.who.int/tb/publications/global_report/en/



The estimated proportion of TB attributable to DM

Trop Med Int Health 2010;15:1289-1299

12.6% (in 2030, 25.5% compared to 2010)



Co-infections increased risk for poor outcome



Risk of remaining sputum culture positive

BMC Medicine 2011;9:81



Risk of failure/death for TB

BMC Medicine 2011;9:81

RR 1.69



Impact of DM and Smoking on Mortality in TB

A longitudinal cohort study in Korea (National Masan Tuberculosis Hospital)
657 Subjects (DM 25%)

PLoS One 2013;8:e58044

The combined effect of DM and smoking

� ↑6 times of TB mortality



Risk of TB relapse for TB with DM

BMC Medicine 2011;9:81

RR 3.89



Risk for recurrent TB that is DR

BMC Medicine 2011;9:81

RR 1.24



Bi-directional screening for TB & DM



Directly Observed Therapy Short-Course (DOTS)

Treatment of TB: Guidelines for National Programmes. World Health Organization. 1997
JAMA 2005;293:2767-2775

Government commitment
Case detection by sputum smear microscopy.
Standardized treatment regimen
A regular, uninterrupted drug supply
A standardized recording and reporting system

Improvement

The detection rate of 
smear-positive cases 
& the outcomes of Tx

?
Impact of TB prevalence

Experts suggest
- Actions to diminish the prevalence of risk factors of TB (eg., DM)



Bidirectional screening of TB in DM & DM in TB

Trop Med Int Health 2010;15:1300-1301

Screening for active TB in DM

• hasten case detection
• earlier therapy & prevention of transmission

• the administration of preventive TB therapy in TB-infected 
people with DM could avert progression to TB

Screening for DM in TB

• improve case detection
• early treatment & tertiary prevention of DM

• indirectly lead to better TB-specific treatment outcomes



Screening for active TB in DM

12 studies (Up to 2011)
6 studies – used radiography
6 studies – used radiography plus microbiological testing 

Trop Med Int Health 2010;15:1300-1301

Country Year Prevalence (P) or 
Incidence (I) of TB

No. needed to screen 
to detect 1 TB

Korea 1961 36% (P) 4
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Sweden 1958 3.6% (P) 36
Korea 1995 0.3% (I) 442



No. of DM to screen 
to detect one additional TB

Trop Med Int Health 2010;15:1300-1301



Tests for screening & diagnosis of active TB in DM

Lancet Diabetes Endocrinol 2014;2:740-753



Effect of DM on radiological appearance of TB

Trop Med Int Health 2010;15:1289–1299

No strong evidence of differences in radiographic presentation



Glycemic control & Radiographic Manifestations

PLoS ONE 2014;9:e93397

1209 culture positive pulmonary TB patients (581 with DM and 628 without DM)
3 three tertiary-care hospitals in Taiwan



No. of TB to screen 
to detect one additional DM

Trop Med Int Health 2010;15:1300-1301



Two TB control programs 
in India and the Pacific Islands region

• The Pacific Islands region 

- high prevalence of DM (1/3 of adults)

- Diabetes screening is recommended 

for all adults (>18 year-old) with TB

• Both programs recommend repeat testing 

- DM after 2–4 weeks of TB treatment 

- Patients who develop Sx. of hyperglycemia during treatment

Pacific Island TB Controllers Association. 2012
International Union of Tuberculosis and Lung Disease



Best time and methods to diagnose DM in TB

• Single measurement of blood glucose concentrations
- false diagnosis of DM

• Repeat testing of blood glucose concentrations 
- could identify transient hyperglycaemia

• A1c 
- is the only diabetes test that shows average glycaemia over time and in a single study

• If screening at treatment initiation is done, a second test 
during tuberculosis treatment, or after treatment completion, 
seems logical.

Diabetes Res Clin Pract 2013;102:60–64
Trop Med Int Health 2010;15:1300–1314



Tests for screening & diagnosis of DM in TB

Clin Diabetes 2009;27:132–138
Lancet Diabetes Endocrinol 2014;2:740-753



Tests for screening & diagnosis of DM in TB

Clin Diabetes 2009;27:132–138
Lancet Diabetes Endocrinol 2014;2:740-753



Management for concurrent TB & DM
- Treatment of TB in DM



Exposure to
rifampicin (RIF) is strongly reduced in TB & DM

Clin Infect Dis 2006;43:848–854



Pharmacokinetics of anti-TB drugs in TB & DM

Antimicrob Agents Chemother 2010;54:1068–1074

PZA

EMB



Management for concurrent TB & DM
- Treatment of DM in TB



Factors that affect glycemic control for patients 
with DM during treatment for TB

Lancet Diabetes Endocrinol 2014;2:740-753



Effect of RIM
on the exposure to antidiabetic drugs

Trop Med Int Health 2010;15:1289–1299



Effect of RIF
on the exposure to antidiabetic drugs

Clin Pharmacokinet 2003;42:819-850

RIF

Induction of
drug-metabolizing 
enzymes 
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Other Anti-TB drugs

Isoniazid (INH)
- An inhibitor of some of the enzymes (CYP2C9) 
- Overall effect of (INH + RIF) 

: a decrease in the concentrations of other drugs
- Toxic effect, peripheral neuropathy

: one of complications of diabetes

Ethambutol (EMB)
- Unlikely whether it interacts with any antidiabetic drugs
- Ocular toxic effects
- Dosing frequency should be decreased when patients with 

diabetes have reduced kidney function

1. Clinical Pharmacokinetics 1994;22:47–65
2. Pharmacotherapy 2009;29:1468–1481



The choice of anti-diabetic drugs in TB

• Insulin
- Because insulin is not metabolised, it has no pharmacokinetic 

interactions with  RIF or other anti-TB drugs
- At the start of TB treatment has been suggested
- Some national treatment guidelines strongly suggest the use 

of insulin for DM in TB

• Metformin 
- not metabolised by P450 enzymes
- RIF increases the expression of organic cation transporter 

(OCT1) and hepatic uptake of metformin, leading to an 
enhanced glucose-lowering effect

- Possible disadvantages is gastrointestinal side effects

J Diabetes Metab Disord 2012;11:28
Chem Biol Interact 2011;194:159–167



Implications for health service delivery and health economics



Implementation of integrated services 
for concurrent TB & DM: lessons learned from HIV & TB

Lancet Diabetes Endocrinol 2014;2:740–753



TANDEM: DM & TB

Lancet Diabetes Endocrinol Mar 24 2014 [Pubslished Oneline]



Common or rare variants affecting 
both susceptibility for TB and DM ?

Nat Genet 2011;44:67–72

Meta-analysis of GWAS identifies 8 new loci for T2DM in east Asians





Key questions for future research in TB & DM

• What is the effect of glycemic control (both short term and long term) 
on TB infection, active TB, and TB treatment outcomes?

• What are the most feasible techniques or strategies for screening for DM 
in patients with TB and the converse?

• How cost effective are strategies for screening and clinical management?

• Is screening and prophylactic treatment of latent TB infection indicated 
for people with DM?

• What is the possible benefit and what are the operational issues related 
to intensified monitoring of DM and its treatment in patients with TB? 
And what is the respective role of insulin versus metformin or other 
antidiabetic drugs?

• What models of health service delivery can contribute to integration and 
sustainability of care for DM and TB in low-income and middle-income 
countries?

Lancet Diabetes Endocrinol 2014;2:740–753



Summary
• The prevalence of DM with TB will continue to increase as a result of the 

rising global burden of T2DM. 

• Although screening patients with TB for DM is recommended, many 
questions are unanswered with respect to the best way to implement 
screening in different settings. 

• Screening patients with DM for active TB could be considered but the 
best clinical algorithm needs to be identified and cost-effectiveness 
remains to be established. 

• Good glycemic control might improve health outcomes when TB and DM 
are simultaneously treated. TB treatment monitoring might need to be 
more intensive if patients with TB also have DM. 

• Integration of health services could result in better TB prevention, an 
early diagnosis and start of treatment for DM, and improved care for 
concomitant disease.

• There is a call to clinicians and researchers to generate the necessary 
evidence for improvements to patient services and policies with respect 
to combined TB and DM.



Thank you for your attention!


